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ART. V.-Notes and ReJncw!cs on Dr. DORN'S Ch1'estomathy of
the Pushtu or Affghan Language. By Lieut. Burton, Assistant,. Sindh Survey. (Communicated by the Sec1·eta1'y).
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The Affghans, like most of the tribes whose dialects belong to the
Indo Persian class, claim a high antiquit.y for their langnag·e. As
Moslems and Orientals, they piously and graphically describe their
Prophet as using PU3htu with the same facility as he could talk Arabic
or Hebrew, Zend, or Syriac. On one occasion when Khaled Bin Walid
was saying something' in his native tongue, the Aft'ghanl Mohammed
remarked, that assuredly that language was the peculiar dialect of the
damned. As Khaled appeared to' suffer much from the remark, and betJ'ayed some symptoms of insubordination, the Pl'ophet condescended to
comfort him by graciously p'l'onouncing the words" Ghashe linda raora"
i, e. bring me my bow and arrows,
To doubt the truth of this tale
would among the Affghans be considered positive impiety, for they not
only firmly believe that Khaled was of their race, but also delight in
tracing back to him the origin of their principal families, '" He was,
however, if history is to be credited, an Arab of the tribe of KOl'eysh.
The Affghans are too pious a people not to believe that Ali, the great
knight-errant of Islam, visited their interesting country. Apropos of
such Arabic names as the Khaibar Pass and Ali Masjid, they remark
that the latter was originally a mosque founded by the great Imam,
after his defeating in a wrestling bout, the daughter of Kidir, who had
sworn to remain a maid until sueh time as she might meet with a man
who could prove himself to be such. The fruit of the marriage which
ensued, was a son called by the Affghans, the" Imam Hanifah," whose
adventures, when in search of his father, are favourite themes of many
a rude verse and still ruder tale.
Pushtu literature, like that of Sindh, the Panjab, and Beluchistan,
may be described as consisting ofIst.--Poetry, either pureIy Erotic, or treating on SUfI or mystical subjects. The former generfllly appears in the form of Ghazallyat and
Kasiiid, and belongs chiefly to the people of the town3 and cities, as the
., See the Tazkirat of the celebrated Akhund Darwazah.
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severity of rustic morals would always reject snch compositions, however harmless. The Sufi poetry owes its spread to the celebrated
effusions of Rahman and Mirza, for however unwilling rigid Moslems may be to adopt the tenets of TalSawerf, few can withstand the
charms of its mystic song.
2nd.-TaIes, in verse and prose, but generally the former. Of these the
most celebrated areI. Yusuf aud Znlaykha.
2. Bahram-i-Gur, a Persian romance.
3. The Janguamah, being a true and faithful account of the martyrdom of Husayn at Karbala. '
,
4. Saif ul Mul6k, (01' oSaifal, as he is generally called) and the Fairy'
Barli ul Jemal: a story in the Arabian Nights which, by some means
or other, has overrun Sindb, the Panjab, and Affghanistan.
5. HiI' and Rangba, the old Panjabi story.
6. Tamim i Ansari.
7. 'Adam and Durkhu, or as the lady is generally caUed "Durkhanay"
with a species of endearment.
8. ,The Tale of Kuth ud din.. This and the foI'rr.er are very characteristic stories of Platonic affection among the Affghans..
The above are all in verse; the only prose tale generally read is the
Pu,shtii translation of the Ayyar i Danish. One peculiarity may be
..emarked in all these productions, that the authors seem never to aim
at pure Pushtii composition. Their vocabulary is more than three parts
Persian and Arabic, and the more foreign words and idioms are introduced, (as in the Urdii of N. India) the finer the poetry is. Whereas
take for instance the Chef d'oouvre of Sindhi composition, the Risalo
of Shah AbduI·latif. Of the ten or twelve thousand couplets which
that work contains, at least two-thirds will he in the purest SindhI words
and in the' local idiom, displaying at the snme time a richness of vocabulary, a variety of expl'ession,and naivete of style beyond aU praise.
The Pushtu metre also is invariably an imitation of some Persian measure (in modern"" composition), whereas the Sindhi language possesses
a peculiar kind of verse to which we must at least allow the merit of
originality.

t'

I

" The moderns in Pushtu poetry are the authors who flourished after the time of
Rahmlm.
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These Pushtii tales, with all theil' faults and defieieneies,are intensely
relished by both sexes and all classes. They form but a small item of
the vast mass of tradition and legendary lore diffused through the wild
and semi-uumadic population of central Asia.
3d. Religious Compositions, Divinity, Theology, & e. in verse and
prose, as the Rashld nl Bayan of /Akhund Rashid, and the Makhzan of
Akhund Darwazah. The latter is peculiarly interesting, as bearing
upon the subject of a sect which, had it not been so stoutly 0Hosed,
wonld probably have spread througheut the length and breadth of Khorasan.'*' Theological compositions are generally studied by women and
children in the Pushtu language; by the latter as an introduction to the
classical tongues, and by the former as very few of them are taught to
read Arabic or Persian. Among men the usual course of education i"
as follows: the Student begins with Arabic Grammal' and 8yntax, then
passes on to Logic, Rhetoric and Philosophy, and ends with Theology,
Divinity, the Koran, & c. & c. Those who are unwilling 01' unable to
master all these subjects, content themselves with merely reading Fikh
(Theology) in Arabic: the less industrious study the sciences in Persian, and the lowest classes of Tiilib llmt read P?shtu works only.
" Lieutenant Leech in the Remarks, which precede his vocabulary of the Tirhai dialect, tells us that in one district the founder of the sectabove alluded to, had 60,000
disciples.
Lieutenant I~eech however entirely mistakes the religion of the Pir i Raushan. He
was not a Shiah, but as the Dabistim informs us, a Still, who proclaimed himself to be a
prophet and aimed at the establishment of a new faith. His celebrated work was the
Khair ul Bayan written in Arabic, Persian, Hindi, and Pusht(', and said by him to have
been received directly from the Almighty without the intervention of the Archangel Gabriel. It might probably be procured at Pcshawar from the Pir's descendants, who are
there numerous; but I have hitherto failed ill my attempts to g-et a copy. The name of the
Pir i Raushan is still celebrated in E. Affghanistan and marry an~ the dark stories told
against him by the orthodox followers of Ab(1 Hanifah. One 'of his couplets is generally
quoted as a proof of the heretical nature of his tenets; it rmIS as follows. Malo lUulk warah de {(hud,\.! de;
Da halal haram rag-hie de kamah 1
Property and kingdom all are of God.
This " la~'Vful and unJawful"-whence come they 1
t The Talib 11m or Student in AffghanistaJ1 is very different from the same species
usually so called in India and Sindh. Like the members of our European Universities in
the middle ages, the Affghan Student carries about his sword and dagger, and is fonder
of a broil than he is of his hooks. The duello of course is unkuown, as the usual way to
resent au insult is to cirawa sword and cut the opponent down. As Mussu]mans, they
dare not openly indulge in the" wine and wassail," but the" emerald cup," in other words
Cannabis sativa under the forms of bhang and charas, forms no contemptible suc'cedaneum.
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Epistolary correspondence (insM) is almost univer~a\ly can-ied on in
Persian. Sometimes when writing to females, 01' in the Khatak and a
few other clans, the vernaculal' is used_ *' Persian is the language of
the Daftars, Diwanl and all other official papers.
I cannot conclude this brief sketch of Affghan literature without an
expression ofregl'et that during our occupation of the country w~ took
so little interesfin what was around us, and that the first sensible work
published in Pushtu should have appeared, at St. Petersburgh instead of
at London or Calcutta.
Before commencing any remarks upon Dr. Dorn's publication, it may
be as well to premise that I have studied only the Eastern or Peshawar
dialect, and have had few opportunities of conversing with the Hill peoplet 01' the Western Tribes.
The" Chrestomathy" well deserves its name; it is a successful collection of all the gems of the language, and scarcely omits a single
author of celebrity, It ·is to be regretted that the extracts fl'om Mirza
are not more copious, as it is very difficult to procure the whole work,
and many a Mulla in Affghanistan has never seen it. The Glossary is
necessarily defective, as the only Affghan words which bear vowel points,
aloe those furnished by Muhabbat Khan, and many of them are incorrect. It is clear that the author suspected this, as in many cases the
pronunciation is not given in the Roman character, whereas in the
Persian and Arabic words it is never omitted, In some letters this is
a great disadvantag!;', as a colloqllial knowledge of the language could
not easily be acquired with the aid of the work in its present state. For
instance, the letter 1! che, (with three dots above it) is pronounced as
Z in Zan, (life), as S in Sang- (a wing); and as Ch in Chamyar, (a
tanner). Dr. Dorn moreovel' gives the sound as " to," and this I have
never yet heard from the mouth of a Native.
In P. 390. Aputah,t gen. Sing. upside down, topsy turvy.
" Whereas in the Sindhi dialecl they nol only have a good translation of Harkarans'
Form's, bul also the Mullas even do not disdain 10 write to each other in their own tongues'
We may readily account for the difference by recollecting tIle liberalily of the Kalhora
family in patronizing Sayyeds and learned men, and the pride which they took in cultivating the langnage of tlteir forefathers.
t Who like the .Bedouins of Arabia speak Ihe purest dialect.
t I have followed the style of orthography adopled in Shakespeare's Diet. The pages
refer to Dr. Dom's Glossary. The abbreviations are, A. for Arabic,-P. and H. tor Persian and HindosliUlI,-and S. for Sanseril. The others will easily be recognised.

Notes on the .Pushw 01' A.D'g;!W1i Lang'twge.
P. 394. Ade, i8 the word used t.o a mother, like our" J\1amma."
Mor is the common word for a mother.
P. 401. Akor, is a walnut fro H. akhrot.
P. 409. 'Uriyaz, is the common name for a cloud.
P. 411. Batingan, is not a love· apple, hut a brinjall (Solaua melongeua) in H. baingan in A. and P. badangan and biidanjan.
P. 412. Biihil, is not syn. with khalkMl, the former being a
bracelet and the latter in Ar. an anklet. Der. fl'. Sansc. 'IT[ an arm.
P. 419. Bauni, is the large black bee called in 11. bhaunrii.
P. 426. Paril, is a snake-charmer.
P. 430. Pasat, is a mere corruption of fasad.
P. 433. Pukhtay, is a rib, synonymous with H. pasll.
P. 436. Taru, is the name of the black partridge, and in some parts
of the country means a jungle-cock, but never I believe signifying a
woodcock or snipe.
P. Do. 1'ah1, appears to be a mistake for, or corruption of, the
Persian word talan.
P. 437.' Tanbah, 11:.ore generally tanbah, is generally used to signify the fold 01' leaf of a door, not the door itself.
P. Do. Tawahwal, means to twist for the Persian tao, and the
Sanscrit i'lT'T. In Affghan-Persian the phrase" tao dadan" is constantly
used.
P. 447. Tangah, generally signifies a coin in value about ~d of
a rupee. The coin no longer exists: it is therefore a nominal value.
P. 452. Jan), is seldom used for a bowstring. Jai ~ is the
common word, and is 'derived from the P. zih.
P. 452. Jubalawal, generally means to wound.
P. 454. Char, is synonymous with the Persian kal' and means any
work, deed, &c.
P. 455. Chaghzl, is any fruit with an edible kernel, like .walnut,
almond, N.c.
P. 457. Sal', is not synonymous with cMr; it means information, knowledge, and is commonly used in the Sindhi dialect. It is
originally Sanscr1t-;3T~ pith, essence, &c.
P. 458. Zaewal, from zae a place, means to take up a place, position, &c. jae giriftan in P.
P. 460. Sunl, a woman's front hair, is always pronounced sanl in
the East (in Sindhi chuui is used) ; the back hair is called sare.
P. 468. f{hachau, generally means dirty, foul, filthy.
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P. 469.

Kha:ob, is an adj. and means full (of water).
Khwakhay, is a mother·in-Iaw generally.
P. 477. Kllih, is a misprint for Khom, which is synonymous with
the Persian khUb, good.
P. 478. Da;al, generally signifies to bite or tear with teeth. It may
also mean to scold. It is derived fmIr. darah, the back teeth, in H. dUl:h
from the S.
P. 479. Duo, is an old Persian word and generally signifies betting
or wagering. It is much used in the sense of" winning a wage I'."
P, 480. Darghedal, is generally pronounced rgharedaJ.
P. 484. Dautar, is a mere corruption of daftar: the adj. dautari
IS applied to the clans, who hold land as Zemindars, and whose names
are therefore enrolled in the Government d.:.lftar. About Peshawal'
there are 7 well-known Dantarl Khail, viz.

p. 472.

1. Momand.
2. Khalll.

'1

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Dliiidzye.
Gigyan~.

Mfunanzye.
Yusapzye proper Yusufzye, \'ulgar 'Isapzye.
Khatak.

P. 490. Ranjah, is the general name of sllrmah or nat.ive antimony.
P. 491. Rawastal, is applied to leading or bringing' animate objects ; raoral, of inanimates.
P. 493.
Rasawal, is the causal of rJsldal, and is therefore synonymous with the Persian rasanldan.
P. 498. Zikhah, generally signifies a pimple on the face.
P. 499. Zirgah, generally zarkah, i3 the bird called by the Persians
Kabk i darr; the grey or common partridge is Tanzaray, and the black
variety, Taru.
P. Do. The heart is generally pronounced z~'ah, not zi;ah, and
za;gay is a diminutive form of the same word.
P. 500. Zam :lamole, is used as for instance, in carrying ofT the
wounded from a battle-field, &c.
P. 501. Zoral is a verb derived from zor, and is synonymous with
the Persian z or diidan.
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P. 502. Zahil', is an Arabic word signifying sick, melancholy. It
is commonly used in Panjabi e. g.
Te mal' fakit· zahlr nun khush hoya pm·Wal·.
And having slain the wretch&d fakh', the family was joyful.
P. 503. Zezmah, means the thickness of the eyelid, the part where
antimony is applied,
P. Do. Jilluah, signifits the jaw-bone.
P. 504, Zhuyal, in the E. dialect joyal, signifies to chew.
Y. 506. Spur, means dry bread, plain rice (without" kitchen")
and met, hard words, rough speech, &c.
P. 507. Stun), is the lower pari of the throat.
P. 509. 'Surizal', is a mere corruption of srahzar i. e; red zar,
gold. The word zal' is used in Pushtu, as well as in Persian, to denote
either gold 01' sill'er.
,P. Do. Sal'sayah, is not synonymous with sarmayah. It means
certain alms (of grain or money) distributed to the poor on the Eed i
FitI'. In the Rashid ul bayall we findAwwal zd~h krah Sarsayah de.
Learn (this) th!lt'first is the Sarsayah.
P. 512. Samsal'ah, is the large kind of lizard called in Ye1'6ian
Susmar, and in AI'. Zabb (~). In Affghanistan it is eaten by some
classes, as the M usallls for instance, and Firdausi's celebrated lines teU
us that the Arabs used it for food;
Arab ra be jayi rasid ast kar,
Ze shir i shutur khurdan 0 SUSmal'.
Kih, &c.*
P. Do. Senduri, is an adj. signifying vermillion 01' red-lead color,
from the Sansc. sindur.
P. 515. Seti, is, I believe, an errol' for sati, as the word is Sanscrit, and as such has not been altered by other nations. In Persia they
call it ram-satl.
P. 516. Shiid6, generally signifies an ape 01' baboon.
P. 516. Sharbal, is to churn.
P. 519. Shrang, is a clang, rattle, &c. as of money, &c.
P. 521. Shindah, is a" bad action."
P. Do. Sholah, is a corruption of the S: & H. shall, paddy.
"

I quote from memory, not having· the passag'e at hand to refer to,
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P. 535. Ghur-Kamanah, i~ a pellet-bow. The cross-bow is quite
unknown in Affghanistan.
P. 536. GhushRyah, is synonymous with the P. sargin, cow-dung.
P. Do. Ghut, is a low and indecent word for the human freces,
whereas ,. birar i insan" is an Arabic phrase little used except in medicine.
P. 538,· Ghwundare, generally signifies any round thing.
P. 540. Fasah, is a corruption of the Persian fash.
P. 546. Kalang, generally signifies revenue paid up in money, not
in coin.
P. 548. Kas!rah, is a most abusive term applied to females, and
synonymous with the Persian kusi, and the Pushtu "ghnwalay," except
that the latter is applied indiscriminately to both sexes.
P. 550. Kasoray, is a purse generally.
P. 551. Karak (not kurak), is the Persian name of a kind of quail,
called in Pushtu, ma~az jJ-'O
P. 552. Krapedal, is to gnash the teeth, gnaw 01' chew from the
imitative sound hap.
P. 553. Kishor, is the name of an animal like a jackal.
P. 555. Kund or kund, is a widower. Kundah or kundah, a widow.
P. Do. Kandolay, is an eal'thern pot for drinking out of.
P. 556. Kutah is generally applied to the village, or (as we caJl
them in India) Pariah dogs. Titz! is a greyhound, and N!mchah a
mongrel breed between the two. Spay is .the generic term for a dog, and
was the word usually used by the Affghans, when speaking of and to
our seapoys.
P. 558. Kis, generally signifies bad abusive language.
P. 560. Gmt, is the short span, (distance between thumb and
forefinger expanded) 01' the extended skin between the thumb and forefinger.
P. 562. Gandhir, (like the Persian zahr i mlir) is generally used for
poison in cursing. e. g. " Zahr gandhir Shah I" May you be poisoned!
P. Do. Gallal, is to count: in H. ginna.
P. 566. Larmun, signifies the entrails generally, and is applied to
the heart, liver, lights, &c.
P. 568. Lumah, is a snare, or gin; and never a net which is called
jill.
P. 569. Sweshal, is v. a. to milk (cow, Ole.).
9
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P. Do. Li'k, generally means, a line 01' trace.
P. 570. Lewah, genel'ally signifies a wolf, as log is not much used.
P. Do.
Mii·Khiim, as is proved by the word Nimii-Khiim, P. 599,
is a carr. of Nimaz i Shiim, the (time of evening prayer). This is a
common way of mutilating words among the Affghans, e. g'. they caIl
the month Muharram, San-o-Sen ( i. e. Hasan and Husain ), cutting off
the first syllables of both words.
P. 577.
Mreyay, is a slave; a servant would be naukar 0\' sal:ay.
P. Do.
Ma~walay, literary means dying.
P. 578. Mal'wand, is the wrist.
P. 579. Mashr, is "eldel'," opposed to kishar; in P. mih and kill.
P. 584. Mlast, is S. S. as·P. khwabidah, and means either asleep,
or lying down.
P. 585.
Malk~Hizah, is not thyme but fenugreek, called in S. and
H. methi.
P. 586. lVIal1danu, is a ehnrning staff.
P. 587. Mangwal, is synonymous with the P. panjah, and means
the hand with fingers extended.
P. 588. Musidal, generally signifies to smile.
P. 589. Mogay, is S. S. with the "P. mikh, and generally signifies
a peg, tent-peg, &c.
P. 590. The word speIt mahi, black pulse, is generally written by
the Affghans ~ mayeh.
P. Do.
1\-Tyasht, is a month as well as the moon. Sometimes in
the formel' sense it is caIled myashtah.
P. 593. Namh, is probably a corruption of the A. IS J~ 113xah,
a cry.
P. 593. Niinighi, I believe to be an error for na-rogh-l, unheaIthi- .
ness, sickness.
P. Do.
Natar, is generally used to signify unkindness, harsh and
cruel actions, &c.
P. 595. Nakhtar, is by no means the poplar t!'ee or synonymous
with )i~. It is the Pinus Neoza, and bears the nut used in sweet
me?ts, and called cheigh iizah.
P. 598. Nagh~ay, is a kind of fire place 01' pot-stand, called in H.
chUlha, and in Persian digdan.
P. Do.
Nghwagal, in the E. &nd nqhwazhal, ill the W. dialect
signifies to listen, give ear; from ghwazh, all ear.
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P. 599.
Na~, is generally used for nal" a pipe.
P, Do.
Namast, I believe to be an errol' for nastah. P. 600. Nmasay, is generally nwasay, a grandson or daughter,
from the old Persian nawasah,<,
P. 601. Nwa!az~ is not a ,sandpiper, but signifies with karak, a.
quail.
J>. Do. N-ukarah, generally signifies clawing, scratching.
P. 602. Nihalah, more generally nalay, is a ,coverlet to a bed, -a
quilt. In H. nilum nihaJchah.
. P. Do.
Nlya and nlkah, grand-mother and grand-father, are deri"ed from the old P. naya.
In Pushtu the names of relations are not nearly so numerous and well
defined as in the Indian languages.
P. 604. . 'Vadah, is prohably a cOlTuption from the A. 8 ~-$ .J wa. dah and in odginal signification is restricted to the nuptial contract.
P. 606. Wal:, is the general name of a dOOl'; durwazah, is a large
door, a gate.
P. Do. W 1'a, is the female part of the bridal procession, THe male
is called janj 8.),>.J; in H. barat.
P. 608. Wasikah, is never now used to signify "'now." Is it not a
mistake for os-kih, now; that, & c.
P. 611. Werah, generally signifies the court-yard ofa house.
P. 6]6.
Yaredal, signifies to fear.
In the H additions and corrections," there is only one remark to make,
viz. that the Pushtu bichaul}ah is directly derived from the H. bichhauna. S. M. bedding, and certainly does not require us to go so far as to
deduce it ii'om pech and orhna.
In conclusion, I have only to say that it is with much diffidence that I
venture to offer th~ above observations upon the work of so learned an
orientalist as Dl'. Dol'll. They are put forward with the sole view of
promoting om common study, not with the intention of criticizing the labors of an author, to whom every Pushtii Scholar must feel himself
deeply indebted.

I subjoin a short list of words, (many of them of Sanscrit derivation,) common to the Pustu, Panjabl and Sindhi dialacts.
Pushtu.

8indlli.

PanjaM.

English.

Aredal

Amnu

Arana..

To stop.
{\ bracelet.

Bithu

B~nhl

B~nhJ,

68
Baledul
Botay

Elya
Bukah
Chelay
Ghenday

\
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Baranu
Boto
Biyo
Boko
Chhelo
Gandl

Ga9

Ga~ll

l\.ilhi
'Lanh
Manj
Mandanu
Newal
Ojhray
Pat
Sandah
Sal'
Thiihar
Tarkan
Wesah
Wenti
WaYl

Khuh
Lai
Malljhi
Mandhau1.
Niyanu
Ojhri
Patu

Slmu
Sari
Thiiharu
Drakhanu
Wesahu
Wenu
Wai

Balana.
Bota.
Biya.
Bobi.
Chhela.
Ghunc1l.
Gae!.
Khiih.
Lei.
Manjh.
lVladhlmi.
Newna.
Ojhrl.
Pat.
Sand or Sanh.
Sal'.
TMhar.
Takhiin.
Wesah.
Wena.

To burn.
A young camel,
Second, again.
A bucket.
A kid.
A prostitute.
Mixed.
A well, pit.
Because, of,

In.

I

Churning' staff.
To take.
Entl·ail.
Shame.
Male-buft'aloe.
Information.
Euphorbia plant.
A carpenter.
Confidence.
Speech, reproach,
Language.

The number of words common to Pushtu and Hindostani is accouDt.
ed for by the circumstance of theil' being, usually, of Sanscrit origin.
The old forms and corruptions of the Persian dialect abound; the following are a few of the most remarkable : -

Puslttu.
'Uranawal
'Inza
Bzah
Plikh
Pkhah
Plan
'1'awahwal
'1'izh
Tandal'
'1'9.lah
SaBidal

Persian.
fl'. Wayran

Anjlr
Buz
Pukhtah
Pay
Pahan
'1'aftan
'1'ishnah
Tundar
Chal
Chakidan

English.
To lay waste.
A fig.
A she goat.
Ripe, cooked.
Foot.
Broad.
To twist.
Thirsty.
Thunder.
A bird's nest.
To drop.
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Khikhtah
Khsal'
KhUt·
Rllsidal
Zgharah
Zmakah
,Zimay
Zezhdal
Stor
Su~ay

Shpun
Ghur
Ghwakhay
Ghwag.
Gabinah
Lastonay
Marj
Milmah
Nast
Nakhah
Wraz
Hagay

Indication of a new Genus of Plant.

fl'. Khisht.
Khusar.
Kh'ahir.
Rasidan.
Zirah.
Zamin.
Zam.
Zaidan.
Sitarah.
Surakb.
8hapan.
Gaz.
Gosht.
Gosh.
Angubin.
Astin.
Marz.
Mihman.
Nishast.
Nisbanah.
Roz.
KMg.
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A tile.
A father-in-law
Sister.
To arrive.
Mail·coat.
The earth.
The winter.
To be born.
A star.
A hole.,
A shepherd.
The tamarisk tree.
Meat.
Ear.
Honey.
A sleeve.
Land.
A guest.
Sitting.
A mark.
Day.
An egg.

On a future occasion I propose to make some remarks upon the remains of the Sanscrit and Arabic languages which are to be found in
Pushtu,

VI.-Indication of a new Genus of Plants of the Orde'1'
Anacardiea:, by N. A. Dalzell, Esq. [With two Plates.]
Communicated by the Secretary.

ART.

Genus, GLYCYCARPUS (mihi).
GENERIC CHARAcTER.-Flores dioici- it. Calyx 4-partitus requalis,
pel'sistens, laciniis ovatis obtusis. Corollre petala 4, sub disco hypogyno
4~crenato inserta, oblongo.linearia, restivatione imbricata.

